
How could they be "forest fires" if the forests
weren't on fire?
Forensic arborist Robert Brame presents his photographic evidence that, in nearly all those
California fires, what burned hell-hot was NOT the forests but the GROUND, the soil left forever
STERILE
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What happened time and time again in California (as, no doubt, in Canada last
week) certainly did not result from lightning, or excessive heat, or free-lance arson,
but some kind of military program that incinerated houses, but left trees standing;
that burned “water-loving” trees from the inside, leaving their needles and leaves
intact; that burned hot enough to melt glass (which natural firestorms cannot do);
that burned rubber tires with metal rims, but not plastics; and that were followed
by the quiet replacement of underground metal pipes with others made of plastic
or concrete, and by the impoundment of certain plastic items from the rubble of
incinerated homes.

Was it energy-directed weapons (DEWs) that did this? We don’t know what was
used to do it, but we can reasonably speculate as to why it was done: as usual, to
stoke mass fear (of “climate change”); to kill the soil, in furtherance of food
shortages; to thwart the self-sufficiency of those living in the stricken areas; and,
relatedly, to drive America’s rural population into the “smart cities” planned by
the WEF, UN, Bill Gates et al.
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Scroll down for three pieces that shed more light on such elite arson. (Thanks to
Elze van Hamelen, my friend in the Netherlands, for sending me the links.)

https://rumble.com/v2t0typ-looking-for-clues-in-the-canadian-fires.html

There is something strange in the air. Are we to believe that what is occurring is simply the
result of wildfires in Canada all occurring simultaneously? Official reports claim that
droughts caused the conditions for the fires. Quebec said that the fires were ignited by
lightning, Alberta admitted the cause of their fires is still unknowncause of their fires is still unknown. Other provinces
also blame lightning and dry conditions, but no one seems to have a clear answer for why
over 9.4 million acres in Canada have burned….

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/conspiracy/canadian-wildfires-
climate-lockdowns-begin/

January 16, 2023

In recent months the world is hearing unusual terms to describe extreme weather events.
Now terms like Bomb Cyclone or Atmospheric Rivers are used in the daily TV weather
reports to describe dumping of record volumes of rain or snow in regions of the world in
an extremely destructive way. The Green Mafia claims, without a shred of factual proof,
that it is all because of man’s too-large “carbon footprint.” They use it as an excuse to
double down on phasing out oil, gas, coal as well as nuclear energy in favor of unworkable,
taxpayer-subsidized “green energy”-- unreliable wind or solar. Could it be that these freak
weather calamities are indeed “manmade,” but not from CO2 emissions?

….

http://www.williamengdahl.com/gr16January2023.php

September 24, 2022

Despite the existence of an extensive literature on weather modification techniques for
military purposes, the subject is considered taboo. “The U.S. military states in its
documents that it can influence the weather, and both the UN and the EU were
concerned about this issue,” explains Canadian emeritus professor Michel ChossudovskyMichel Chossudovsky
in an interview with De Andere KrantDe Andere Krant.

“Weather modification techniques should at least be part of the discussion on climate
change.” The 1977 UN ‘ENMOD’ convention, on the prohibition of applying weather
modification techniques for military purposes, provides a starting point for this.

Michel Chossudovsky, Professor of Economics (emeritus) at the University of Ottawa, is
the author of thirteen books, including “The Globalization of Poverty and The New World
Order,” “Towards a World War III Scenario: The Dangers of Nuclear War,” and “The
Globalization of War, America’s Long War against Humanity. He is the founder of the
Center for Research on Globalization, and editor-in-chief of the highly informative site
www.globalresearch.ca. Over the years, he has published several articles that demonstrate,
using documents from the US government, EU and UN, that the application of weather
modification techniques is not an urban legend.

***

Elze van Hamelen (Der Andere Krant): In several articles you point out theElze van Hamelen (Der Andere Krant): In several articles you point out the
literature on ‘ENMOD’ – Environmental Modification Techniques for militaryliterature on ‘ENMOD’ – Environmental Modification Techniques for military
purposes. Can you give an example?purposes. Can you give an example?

M.C. One of the most important documents is titled ‘Weather as a Force
Multiplier. Owning the Weather in 2025’. The document is significant because
the U.S. Air Force here recognizes that owning the weather as a weapon is a
military strategy.

Owning the weather was written in 1996, and they state very clearly, I’ll give a
literal quote:

“Modification of the weather will most likely become part of national security
policy, with national as well as international applications. Our government will
pursue this policy at various levels, including unilateral action, participation in
the framework of NATO, within the membership of the UN or through
participation in another coalition. It can have offensive and defensive
applications, as well as being used as a deterrent”.

Weather modification gives the possibility of generating precipitation, or fog or
influencing ‘space weather’ (electromagnetic disturbances, ed.).

The paper distinguishes between suppression or intensification of existing
weather patterns, and in extreme cases, the creation of totally new patterns,
control of storms and even climate change.

Climate scientists make a distinction between weather patterns and the climate,
and that changes in the latter are long-term processes. But the moment you start
intervening directly in weather processes, of course that also has an effect on
climate. They talk about a set of technologies that can create artificial weather.
What’s important is that they indicate that the advantage of influencing the
weather is that they can intervene in a hostile country without the enemy realizing
it….

https://www.globalresearch.ca/prof-michel-chossudovsky-manipulating-weather-
part-military-arsenal-should-part-climate-discussion/5793885
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ALERT! The cause of all those heart attacks is those who claim

that "vaccination" is the cause of all those heart attacks

"The science" is now telling us that all those people "dying suddenly" post-"vaccination"
have, in fact, been stressed to death by "anti-vaxxers"

NOV 24, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

Why are all those racehorses dropping dead at Churchill

Downs? Because, since April 29, they've all been wearing

powerful WIRELESS monitors…

The horses may be "vaccinated," too—we're looking into it—but these new high-tech
gadgets (the sort of thing that thrills Bill Gates) are likely the…

JUN 10 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

Actors who got fired for saying NO to the needle

Along with athletes like Novak Djokovic, Aaron Rogers and Kyrie Irving, and musicians like
Van Morrison, M.I.A. and Toni Braxton, these actors are among…

NOV 19, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States,

June 28-July 4

Linda Kramer (Aerosmith drummer's wife), "Breakin'" star Bruno Falcon, US jet ski
champion Eric the Eagle, YouTuber Technoblade, Xerox CEO John…

JUL 6, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

In memory of those who 'died suddenly' in the United States,

August 8-August 15

Comedian Teddy Ray; TV actress Denise Dowse; John Engen, 5-term major of Missoula,
MT; poet John Longenbach; three student football players; three…

AUG 18, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

What kind of "wildfires" burn in a perfect circle, and JUMP

OVER WATER, igniting all the boats?

Does "climate change" do that? Or is it geoengineering, meant to LOOK LIKE "climate
change," and scare us into giving up our lives, to "save the…

AUG 12 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

Why is the University of California trying to KILL its students,

faculty and staff?

Is that why its top managers want EVERYBODY boosted? Or are they just corrupted by
Big Pharma's revenues, and therefore in denial of the risks? Some…

NOV 26, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

"Died Suddenly" is all about those "vaccines" killing people;
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Correct. Here additional proof.

DEW weapons: The proof is in the timing and damage....

In the past years Fire Captain John Lord speaks out about the recent California wildfires(2017/2018) and

explains how the fires could not have been created naturally.

Highly Decorated Fire Captain John Lord speaks out about the possible directed energy weapons used to

start over 16 major fires that began in the middle of the night in Napa/Sonoma/Mendocino Counties.

Fire Captain Lord says that based on his 30 years of experience, Directed Energy Weapons seem like the

only plausible explanation for the rapidity of the fires’ spread and the extremely high temperatures,

adding, “The holes that were burned through the hoods of cars all the way through the engine blocks are

a little bit suspicious.”

The fires spread to over 16 locations at the same time, and even crossed an eight-lane highway before

burning down an entire Kmart store in just hours. Cars were found melted. Houses were found “dustified.

Drone footage of fire damage in Santa Rosa | Los Angeles Times | Buildings and Cars Destroyed – Trees

and Plastic Items Untouched.

Even the head of Cal Fire for the state said on CNN he had no idea what started the over 60 strikes that

came out of nowhere in the middle of the night without warning. Sudden, unexplainable winds kicked up

to 60-70 mph, blue flashes and sparks were seen above by many, including me. Cars were torched, yet

trees untouched. Homes were reduced to unrecognizable rubble….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQtDEa6wceE

https://shiftfrequency.com/dew-fires-not-wildfires/

https://christianobserver.net/were-directed-energy-weapons-involved-in-no-cal-fires/

https://wakeup-world.com/2019/02/21/yes-dew-and-laser-weapons-are-being-used-against-the-
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Truthseeker Jun 12 Liked by Mark Crispin Miller

What does the new world order warfare look like??

Weaponizing nature intentionally … against people.

- through fires

-manipulation of viruses

-GeoEngineering the weather

-releasing chemicals into the atmosphere

Destroying infrastructure-

-destroying animal processing plants that feed the population

-destroying food plants

-destroying natural gas plants

-Train derailments

-disruptions in plane travel

-blowing up bridges

I think we are at war, we’re just unaware.
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"Died Suddenly" is all about those "vaccines" killing people;

and so the BBC is trying to kill "Died Suddenly"

Some day it will be clear that such hit-pieces on that must-see documentary (the BBC's
is not the only one) are nothing more than Holocaust denial

NOV 23, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

"Today the Netherlands, tomorrow the world!" Dutch farmers,

beaten by police, protest the seizure of 3,000+ farms, to make

way for immigrant…

While France burns, let's all keep an eye on Holland; because what's happening there
WILL also happen here, unless the people stop it

JUL 1 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

The whole world is watching Switzerland and Thailand!

Justice may be done at last in those two small (and very different) countries. What will the
New Axis do to shut them down, and change the subject?

FEB 8 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER
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